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Why Celebrate A Day of  
Light and colour ? 

Orion Nebula-Hubble Space Telescope
Image Dec 31 2020
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Did you know Light and colour ….

• Is visible and invisible
• Can overwhelm your senses, thoughts, and emotions
• Is used to express art and design 
• Can communicate warnings in nature 
• Has been studied by astronomers, scholars, scientist, doctors, engineers, artist, 

designers, photographers, printers, and ancient healers.  
• Can have a spiritual affect on human emotions and thoughts. 
• Conditions the soul, and creative imagination.  
• Is an ancient and universal language.
• Is constantly evolving with new technologies.
• Has a global impact on branding, selling and consumer buying. 
• Touches every aspect of life, universe, stars, plants, trees, oceans, sun and 

moon. 
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A Proposal of International Day of Light and 
Colour

• The adoption of an international day of light and 
colour was proposed in 2008 by the Portuguese 
colour Association, whose president, Maria Joao 
Durao, presented the idea to the International 
Colour Association. (AIC)

• The proposal was agreed in 2009 among the 
members of this society, which is composed of 
national associations and members representing 
more than 30 countries.
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“World Day of Light and Colour”
“International Day of Light and Colour”

Light and colour are inseparable, Colour is always connected with light, the source of life and an agent in Einstein’s’ formula Emc2 and inseparable in 
the genesis structuring and development of the universe affecting natural life particularly in the respect to the influence of sun and lunar light beside 

the light of other stars, fire, precious stones and luminescent sources. The light of day enters the primitive significance of the Greek Zeus and the Latin 
Deus (GOD) Lucifer is the light bringing angel as well as phosphorus, morning star, and evening Stella Venires (planet Venus)

Colour is a product of the action of light, of the diaphanous, of physical objects, of space and time category, as well as of electromagnetic fields, 
movement, speed, and structure of substances. They are part of a life giving and life preserving cycle and are vitally significant to the meaning of our 
interaction with the environment that affects our emotions.  Achilles, in Hades, resented the absence of the sun rays and therefore preferred to be 

slave among the living than to reign over the dying shadows that surrounded him. 
Colour – a real and principal reference of vision- is present in the spectra of light, sound, temperature and radiation. It affects the concept of beauty, 

harmony and happiness. Colour conditions the soul, the creative imagination and biological rhythm. Colour registers the effects of time, chemical 
factors, natural elements and species and is the most privileged catalyst that operates in sensorial perception, as demonstrated by innumerable 

synthetic expressions. Colour is present in artistic expressions, formation and communication of feelings, construction of natural and artificial 
camouflage systems, differentiation of diversities (races, nationalities, groups, ideologies..) religious cult, mythology, and the construction of 

analogical thought. 
The scope and extension of the influence of these phenomena in the life and culture of the human being, justify the existence of an annual and world 

mark so that reflection and information may lead to the implementation of further pedagogical action. Cultural activities could gain more 
effectiveness and sensitivity towards the importance of light and colour education in the physical and emotional dimension of life, conception of 

natural and artificial environments, as well as development of knowledge in scientific artistic, technological, ecological, and cultural fields. Finally we 
hope this day celebrates activities and events that promote interaction and sharing of knowledge related to light and colour. 

From the Original Document Proposal 
by Maria Joao Durao
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Who is Maria Joao Durao?
• An artist, an author and editor of scientific 

publications on art, design, terrestrial and 
aerospace architecture. She regularly presents  
her work at international conferences, 
seminars, congresses, workshops and art 
exhibitions.

• Founder and coordinator of Colour Laboratory 
(since 2004) and Colour and Light Research 
Group CIAUD-FA (since 2017); Supervisor of 
doctoral theses and research projects; Member 
of the Scientific Council of Doctoral Program in 
Design (since 2006); Founding president 
Portuguese Association of Colour, currently its 
honorary President.

• Elected Executive Committee member AIC-
International Colour Association where she 
serves as Chair SG on Arts and Design.

• She will be presenting this year at the virtual 
symposium with colour Society of Australia 
(CSA)  March 20, 2021
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Selecting a date to Celebrate ICD.
Why is it celebrated on March 21st? 

• The choice of the date comprised a 
good deal of discussion. Among all 
suggestions, the idea exposed by 
Leonhard Oberascher (from Austria) 
prevailed:

• every year, March 21 is the 
“equinox” – aequus (equal) and nox
(night). 

• Around the equinox, the night and 
day are approximately equally long, 
symbolically relating to the 
complementary nature of light and 
darkness, light and shadow 
expressed in all human cultures.
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Selecting a Logo to represent ICD

• There was an international competition 
for the design of the logo, and the 
winner was announced at the 2012 
meeting of the International Colour 
Association, AIC 2012 held 
in Taipei, Taiwan. As expressed by 
designer Hosanna Yau, from Hong Kong, 
"two circles form an eye, with an equal 
half of rainbow colour and black 
representing light and darkness, day 
and night, everyone feast one's eye on 
the international colour day.“

• After 2012 ICD has become more 
recognized globally. 
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How is ICD celebrated around the world?
Some of the activities and events that are unfolded on the International Colour Day:

• Arts exhibitions, architectural projects, design, decoration, fashion....

• Meetings, debates, scientific events...

• Workshops on the use of colour and light for both adults and children.

• Contests on colour and light design.

• Wearing national or regional identity colours.

Great Britian “Chase the 
Rainbow” campaign

Croatia Digital Print Exhibit 
“SPECTRUM”

Portugal “colour and 

Poetry”

SLOVENIA ”Colours of My 

Home”
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ICD-2021 Global Celebrations
AUSTRALIA - Colour Society of Australia

Dates: March 19-21, 2021

Topic: The Colour Connections Sydney -conference will be held over three days ending on International Colour Day 2021.

Details: https://coloursociety.org.au/event-3844772

BELGIUM - Interdisciplinary Colour Association Belgium

Date: March 21, 2021 (10h - 12h) via Zoom (free access)

Topic: Art and the Humanities, Science, and Technology

Details: https://ica-belgium.org/international-colour-day-2021-belgium/

CANADA - Colour Research Society of Canada

Date: March 21, 2021

Topic: Hosting Considering Colour Multidimensionality: A Lecture + Studio tour with MARIE LANOO, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan artist

CRSC Annual General Meeting including a Report on AIC 2022 Sensing Colour Toronto

Announcing the winners of our Student Awards for Colour Research

Details: https://www.colourresearch.org/crsc-events/2021/3/21/keynote-speaker-and-agm-marie-lannoo

HUNGARY - Hungarian National Colour Committee

Date: March 17, 2021

Topic: The “PROGRESSIVE GEOMETRY – Homage to Antal Nemcsics” exhibition will open on the 17
th

March and will be open for a month.

ITALY - Gruppo del coloure – Associazione Italiana coloure

Date: March 29-30, 2021

Topic: Colour Photography and Film: sharing knowledge of analysis, preservation, conservation, migration of analogue and digital materials
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Who is AIC International Colour Association?   

• Founded June 21, 1967 in Washington DC, USA, during the 16th Session of the CIE (Commission 

Internationale de l’Éclairage)

• International association that is comprised of over 28 colour associations from around the world.

• Membership also includes other related colour associations.

• Annual conferences and meetings have become the event of the year were the multidisciplinary colour 
community meets to exchange knowledge and research.

• 2021 Virtual conference in Milan 2021

• 2022 Conference –Sensing Colour in Toronto 
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FYI-Oct 22- National colour Day

• NATIONAL colour DAY National colour Day 
focuses on the impact colour has on each of us.

• National colours are frequently part of a 
country’s set of national symbols. Many states 
and nations have formally adopted a set of 
colours as their official national colours while 
others have de facto national colours that 
have become well-known through popular 
use.
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Photo Mosaic software

What is a Photo mosaic?

Its a large-scale detailed picture or map built up by combining 
photographs of small areas. Arranged by colour, to create the final 
picture. 

• Step 1 upload and select the photo you want as the main mosaic

• Step 2 upload 100-250 additional photos to build the mosaic from

• Step 3 the software generates the main image made up of the 
additional photos uploaded. Its free!

EasyMoza.com - Free Online Photo Mosaic Creator.
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Progress
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Final Image
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Here are some of my fun colour 
book suggestions to enjoy on a a

lazy day or a rainy afternoon. 
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Selection 1: PHOTOMOSAICS

Ingeniously bridging the gap between art and science, Robert Silvers’ photo mosaics 
portray familiar images throughout history and contemporary culture, either portraits 
of well-known personalities, world currency or fascinating renditions of masterpiece 
paintings.
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Selection 2: The Secret Lives of Color

• The Secret Lives of colour tells the unusual stories of seventy-five 
fascinating shades, dyes, and hues. 

• From blonde to ginger, the brown that changed the way battles were 
fought to the white that protected against the plague, Picasso’s blue 
period to the charcoal on the cave walls at Lascaux, acid yellow to Kelly 
green, and from scarlet to imperial purple.

• These surprising stories run like a bright thread throughout history.
• In this book, Kassia St. Clair has turned her lifelong obsession with 

colours and where they come from (whether Van Gogh’s chrome yellow 
sunflowers or punk’s fluorescent pink) into a unique study of human 
civilization. Across fashion and politics, art and war, the secret lives of 
colour tell the vivid story of our culture.

• One of USA Today's “100 Books to Read While Stuck at Home During 
the Coronavirus Crisis”
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Selection 3: Colorstrology

• Discover every vibrant aspect of your personality 
with colorstrology, a fascinating blend of astrology, numerology, 
and colour theory that offers exciting new insights about our lives 
and relationships. 

• Written by renowned astrologer Michele Bernhardt using the 
numbers and colour schemes of Pantone Inc., the global 
authority on colour, the system features 366 “birthday colours” 
that illustrate who we are and how we behave. 

• Using colorstrology, you’ll quickly understand how to enhance 
your best personality traits with your birthday colour. 

• September 22- Misty Rose- Pantone 15-1512
UNUSUAL, DYNAMIC, CLEVER. 
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Color Quiz, Can you find my favorite color?   

You can use these color order system codes listed or a PPG fandeck to find it. 

PPG Voice of Color # 1055-2

• R: 243 G: 219 B: 217

• CMYK 0-10-11-5

• NCS- S 0510-R

• HEX F3DBD9

• RAL DESIGN 010 90 10

• Pantone U 7604 U
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PPG 1055-2 Hawaiian Shell 

It’s not exactly pink or peach it’s a warm combination of both. This particular shade of pink has 
a gentle love vibration of  Rose Quartz.  Its a happy Spring floral color after a cold harsh winter, 
Its inviting, pleasant and soothing. 
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I want dedicate this presentation to my beautiful mother,
Julia Elena Nazario

May 1948-January 2021 
and also to anyone who has lost a loved one to the Covid-19 

virus
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Thank You!

mmello@ppg.com
414. 574. 7489

Mary Mello | LinkedIn
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